


MOTORSAILOR
LUNAR C115

The stunning silhouette of Lunar surely stands out from other vessels, featuring dynamic yet noble lines, ideal propor-
tions, and highly advanced engineering. The concept of this unique ketch rigged motorsailer originates from a desire 
for unlimited freedom and unsurpassed comfort of living. With a focus on safety, quality, and efficiency, we worked with 
the most trusted specialists, consultants, and surveyors, using only the best equipment available. The result is a luxury 
yacht that can safely, efficiently, and comfortably cross the Atlantic while being operated by a relatively small crew. 

Upon special request by the owner, Conrad Shipyard commissioned Newcruise – Yacht Projects & Designs of Germany 
for the design of the yacht. The futuristic shape is highlighted by a quaint superstructure, distinctive hull lines, and tall 
bulwarks lowering towards the bow and aft. The dynamic silhouette of the yacht is additionally underlined by her silver 
hull livery, as well as beautiful white carbon masts and silver carbon booms towering over her decks.

With naval architecture performed by Dutch design house Vripack, Lunar was engineered to meet the most demanding 
technical and safety standards of Lloyd’s Register and MCA. Two powerful engines, large fuel tanks, a robust aluminum 
hull, and unlimited sailing range, provide an additional piece of mind in most demanding situations. 



























































World-class design and engineering allow Lunar to combine many advantages of a sailing yacht with that of a motor yacht. This is  
highlighted by an advanced sails management system, developed in-house by Conrad Shipyard, which allows for virtually fully automated 
sailing. It is powered by a comprehensive hydraulic system which does not only control captive winches, trimming cylinders, and in-boom 
furlers, but also windlasses, thrusters, deck gear, and the aft gate, making the vessel exceptionally easy to handle. Additionally, Lunar’s 
beamy hull provides for many of the luxuries typical on motor yachts. This is underlined by lavish interiors, exceptional forward deck with 
built-in pool, and comfortable aft deck with a sizeable hydraulic bathing platform. A spacious flybridge with two steering stations provides 
an area for deck chairs or leisure equipment and a comfortable recreation deck with table and barbecue. Finally, two outstanding gyrosta-
bilizers assure additional comfort at sea, providing up to 80% reduction of rolling when at anchor. 

The main deck interior is divided into two separate zones. The aft section offers a luxurious living room, dining table, and bar, accessed 
through a covered exterior deck with a comfortable seating arrangement for twelve people. The bow section offers a sizeable lounge for 
family and friends to come together and lay back enjoying the panoramic views or a movie. A raised half-deck, located in the center of the 
yacht, provides direct access to the flybridge and features a state-of-the-art helm station connected to a seating area for the captain and his 
guests. 

The lower deck is divided into three zones. The midship area, accessed by stairs in the center of the main deck, feature an 8-meter wide 
owner’s cabin with panoramic hull windows, a VIP cabin, and a modern fully equipped galley connected to the living room by dumbwaiter. 
The bow section, accessed through a set of stairs in the main deck lounge, offers two additional cabins for four guests. The crew area further 
forward can be accessed by an independent access hatch on the bow deck. In the aft, the spacious 55 m² engine room can be accessed 
through the lower deck, or through the lazarette with direct access to the bathing platform.

She is equipped with advanced air-conditioning and mechanical ventilation systems, the latest high-end audio equipment, a multimedia 
server, and the latest-generation plasma screens – all installed in luxurious interiors finished with high-gloss varnished American Nut, with 
decorative elements made of onyx stone and polished stainless steel.

Lunar is an exceptional yacht for the most demanding clients, comprising unlimited freedom and unsurpassed comfort of living.




